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Not sure quite why some people cannot understand this concept, which in itself, is very clear and obvious as to why this is the situation.

The enemy and the jews are essentially the one and only element on this world, who came up with the idea of attacking, perverting, and finally, attempting to dislocate and remove the Gods literally from existence. The Gods were made into low class "demons"; they were defiled, their inheritances left to humanity were attacked, or attempted to be removed. The people who followed the Gods as their own children, were burned and desecrated or literally made extinct in many cases. There was no such higher historical attack or act of disrespect than by the acts of the jews.

Not only that, but their 'replacement' happened in the most defiling, aggressive, and murderous manner humanly possible. All the people of the Gods were mercilessly murdered by the retards and slaves the jews had recruited, led by the jews. Even mainstream history is made to blame the people who did these actions, like the "Christians", but if one goes back in time or looks closely at the so-called "Christian Leadership" which drove these insane actions, one only sees jews, all over again.

As to the reasoning of the jews in regards to these actions, there is no reason to this either, that is founded upon logic. The jews themselves write that it was all done to dominate and destroy people of the earth, and exact vengeance on superior people like the Romans, whom they observed as their superior and were jealous of them. The very same thing was pulled on other people of the ancient times, for no reason whatsoever. Just for the jews to loot, pillage, and enjoy the downfall and destruction of these people.

Other than that, the 'superior' plan is equally retarded coming from the jews. It's just an alien hive boasting of its destructive power, and just saying all in all that this world needs to be rallied, malformed, and destroyed, simply because of their own vision about the world. This is what they write in "Christianity" and in
Judaism, where there is absolutely no valid reasoning as to why the world has to be turned into shit - it just has to happen because "God", aka the sickly kikes, said so. As to where this ends up, one can look in some Islamic countries today and think where they were hundreds of years ago. This should be enough to understand how the jew imagines the world, a desolate place without life or purpose, like they are on the inside themselves.

As to why people naturally hate the jews, I will tell you the reason, aside from the superficial reasons that arise from time to time. It's because of all the crimes they have done. While people may not be consciously aware of these, they hate the jews so much because these are registered on the back end of our racial minds, souls, astral realm, and basically even written history. The greatest proof of these crimes is no further to be searched than the bible and the quran.

So people lash out on the jews all the time, but without being fully aware as to why. Marcus Eli Ravage the jew admitted this is also because of, essentially, their destruction put on Gentiles, and their mind viruses imposed on the populace, which make people become angry as if someone was injected with lethal poison.

Everyone feels the imprisonment of the jewtrix, and people hate the jews for the crimes they have done, spiritually and materially. The proof of many has been erased, but imagine, the existing proof is still enough to generate endless reasons and endless hatred, which should also notify people as to what these people really mean. This comes soaring through the souls of Gentiles as the breath is exhaled from the lungs, the so-called 'hatred' which the jews always try to dodge by calling people "insane".

Even Tacitus in his time in the Roman empire wrote that the jews have so much hatred about the Gods and anything about them. As to why this is the case, the jews also answer on their own - they come from other 'gods'. When this is understood in the light of the info today, this is pretty simple, and deals with another faction of aliens than the one represented by the Gods who have helped us around for thousands of years.

Due to mistakes, many have perished, but the people who stood by the Gods have remained alive, and life - even in such difficult conditions that life pushes forth on itself - has survived regardless, and with some degree of quality. This
was created by the toil and deaths of centuries, which, look at Europe today how
the jews that rule it, treat this. Countries created in centuries are being rallied by
uninvited monkeys to their own destruction, with jewish eulogies.

This is just the program of the jews playing on repeat. As one Rabbi said vocally
in "Facebook" - because of course jews can use this to spread "hate", "America
is the new Esav and Roman Empire" implying it has to be subdued and
destroyed, perverted and corrupted. All of these crimes are constantly on the
repeat by this tribe.

All the work of the Gods to generate better and spiritual people, was trashed and
destroyed by the jews. The same people the Gods instructed on Astronomy and
Astrology, or other sciences like mathematics, found themselves (due to jewish
dogma) trapped in nonsense and full ignorance for thousands of years. There are
people still today who are stuck permanently on this level without the hope of
escaping, or with their escape being extremely hard.

Many people have hated Islam, Christianity, or Judaism, but what about the
minds, souls, and people that created and gave birth to these? And who, for all
these centuries, have repeated the same process of annihilation on people
repeatedly, without anyone even deserving any of this destruction? The jews
bastardized the Roman empire out of existence, and now, a good 15 or more
centuries later, they insist on doing the very same things until their enemies are
extinct.

The Gods are beneficiary beings and helpers of mankind, and it only makes
sense that the jews will attack them, and that the Gods will hate the jews. As for
the stance of the jews in all of this, one needs only to open their racial texts and
read that they want to kill, enslave, and ban the Gods out of existence. Isn't that
more than enough for the Gods to hate them forever and without exception?

The pathological rabbi and symbol of goyim slave love, "Jesus Christ" or "Rabbi
Yeshua" in the jewish dictionary, says that he will smash all the unbelievers like
pots when he arrives. The believers too, since they are not jewish but who cares,
let's ignore this line goyim. As to other things that are promised to happen also,
we have the destruction of the planet, the largest portion of the planet dropping
dead, including other "BEAUTIFUL" events and "LOVELY" events caused by the Jewish wet dream.

All Gentile people, in war or in peace, always had a common understanding, at least on some level, of the Gods. And they accepted the Gods under different names, because all in all, this is the inheritance we have of spiritual understanding, which is the most important possession of humanity. Only the Jews could never accept anything like that. And if you pay close attention, there is nothing existentially evil, like, let's say the Ancient Greek Pantheon, or anything like that. To any sensible person, it would make sense.

Replacing this with pedophile prophets, lords of murder like "Christ", or some other rabbinical figure, is at the very least, extremely stupid or weird. But we know it's more than that, it's a conspiracy.

If you lived for ten thousand years, there would be no illusions in these matters; the lifespan of individual people would look to you as something simple. The 'forgiving people' towards the Jews, would always be excusing 'individual Jews', a sole 'good Jew' (a thing like that does not exist), and you would observe that by excusing this 'good Jew', you just gave birth to 10 more Jews that essentially want to keep practicing all of the above. 9 out of 10 which would want to naturally kill you. 1 of them would be the good Jew, so that you would keep them around and always excuse them. This is a vicious circle that never ends in which, 'forgiveness' is just hypocrisy.

As for the enemy, they understand the same thing. So they want to extinct all their enemies like White people to the last one, because of the above. The added weight of Jewish crimes makes it also dangerous for anyone whom they have wronged to exist in the same form over and over again, as this will at some point bring heavy and merciless retribution or a settling of accounts.

For such reason the Jews rally in full speed the bastardization plan in a way to kill the frogs without putting them in boiling water, lest they jump out of it. Slowly and in ever increasing speed, they will racially bastardize and extinct their enemies, or so they think, without agitating the race of War to fight war against them, in which situation, the Jewish race would be flattened in around 5 hours total.
The jews will never be accepted by the Gods or by Satan, in any way, shape or form. As for this there are two statements to support it. For one, the jewish statement that this is punishable by their own 'gods' and 'impossible', and the second aspect of it is that the jews are a detestable and hated race by the Gods, now and forever, for all the continuous crimes they have done, and what they are on a fundamental level which can never change - their jewishness.

The fact that from the times of the Romans or before, the jews haven't changed one inch, while other people have adjusted or evolved or went by the times, should notify people that this is not some sort of joke. We are dealing with a race determined to destroy everyone else because they themselves are mentally insane. One just needs to read the "Mitzvot" they practice, many of which say that they need to kill Gentiles in their lifetime in order to attain "salvation" and wage war at them based on imaginary events that never happened against the jews, to name only ONE example.

The jews say they were innocent about the supposed gassings that never even really happened against the 60 gorillion of them. Since they are innocent, let's just quote them on their own work here:

"We are commanded to eradicate the nation of Amalek, wiping any vestige of them from the face of the Earth. The reason, as discussed in the previous mitzvah, is because of the cowardly attack that the Amalekites made against God when He took the Jews out of Egypt. Apparently, God knows that certain traits are ingrained within the descendants of Amalek. Nevertheless, many people find this to be a very troubling mitzvah. As historic victims of inquisitions and pogroms, they ask, don't we find it inconsistent to justify genocide?

We can understand this mitzvah better if we realize that the Amalekites had the opportunity to turn their backs on the ways of their nation and be spared their fate. (This is very different from the way in which Jews were treated in, say, the Holocaust.) As with other nations, Amalek had the opportunity to accept the seven universal (Noachide) laws and submit to Israel's rule. Not only that, they could convert. The Talmud in Gittin (57b) famously tells us that Haman had descendants who taught Torah in B'nei Brak. (Many authorities believe this to include the renowned sage Rabbi
Akiva, who was known to be from B’nei Brak and who was descended from converts.)"


As to who this "Amalek" thing is, it has an occult connotation (Those that don't like the jews), and a racial one. For the racial one:

"When Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany visited Jerusalem during his journey to the Holy Land almost all the religious leaders of Jerusalem came to the city gates to greet him. Rabbi Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld (d.1932), the spiritual leader of Ashkenazic Jewry in Israel at that time, did not go. When asked about his refusal he answered that although the Kaiser himself was deserving of the honor bestowed upon him, "I have a tradition that Germany is Amalek."

http://hebrewnations.com/articles/16/germ1.html

As to what the jews want to do to the 'disbelievers' who do not comply with their racial mind viruses and hoaxes, classified under "Amalek":

Amalek, the Bible tells us, is an evil nation that is to be wiped out completely. We are not even to spare Amalek’s cattle, to say nothing of Amalekite women and children.

https://www.thedailybeast.com/what-happens-when-we-call-people-amalek

Makes you wonder why jews in Europe are not stopping the rape and murder of children by expulsion of the muslilmic monkeys with which Europe is infested with. Or why they never bothered to remove christianity which is the worship of a reject rabbi as national religion. At least, they are following their Mitzvot correctly, as the jews they are.

Isn't it a bit sensible at this point that the Gods who have taken care of us for thousands of years, tens of thousands, are interested to end this madness and pay the jews with their own shekel for all of this?
The psychopathy of the jews and their plots will not pass. They must and will be spiritually obliterated. Do not let idiots tell you that the Gods favor these pieces of humanoid trash, who have attacked them for centuries, and ruined all the glorious works of mankind progressively and repeatedly with the mental viruses generated by their sick minds.

As to those who "worship the Gods" who are displaced, attacked, and had their existence literally outlawed from our life and pretend to even be their "FOLLOWERS", and still cannot figure out that the enemy is responsible for this giant crime against them and all of us deserving retribution. What can anyone say.

We cannot find most of the information about literally our own past because the church destroyed it, or some jews like Philo burned the greatest libraries with all the world's knowledge in them. Another act of the "INNOCENT" race.

We were all forced and rallied to worship jewish idols by force of threatening penalty of DEATH for thousands of years now, and even now we are perceived as insane by the very races and people who a few hundred years back worshiped our own Gods. If these do not look to you like crimes deserving of at least retribution and setting things in the straight order, nothing can help you anymore than a lobotomization can. The thought that for our belief in the Pagan Gods we can be killed and tortured, socially exiled, and attacked, should notify you that you need to do something spiritually and mentally to amend this tragic situation.

Doesn't that notify you to say that ENOUGH IS ENOUGH?

This can be achieved by legal and normal means of distributing information, activism, doing spiritual warfare, and just uncucking yourself in front of something that is weak, but grows by your ignorance, which is the enemy and their plots.

The World Is Ours - This IS and has ALWAYS been OUR World - Wake Up and Reclaim!
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Reply from [HP. Hoodedcobra666]:

[HPS Shannon] wrote:
I remember before coming to Satan, I would see and look at Jews and always felt in the back of my mind that they were "outcasts"...different and alien from all the rest of us in some way.

Now I can tell if someone is Jewish 9 times out of 10. You feel it and sense it, especially now in being in Satan. Their complexion, eyes, ears...all of it, just off.

[Gotze] wrote:
Me as well. A lot of them are just unlikable in general.

The majority of people have been wronged or deceived by jews on a daily basis or severely, but they never understood that this huge nose and ratty eyes and green colored taint skins are probably nodding to some slightly more exaggerated meaning. Just a giant cohencidence.